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Tree Trading World was created in order to offer the possibility 

of trading trees as a form of new innovation in the capital 

market.
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•Buy a Tree, 

•Sell a tree

        or

•Let your tree  

mature in size 

& value!



Renewable raw materials are regarded as one of the most proitable and safest investments 

in the world. In terms of middle and long-term renewable commodities, WOOD ranks in irst 

place worldwide. There are three reasons why an investment in trees was exclusive to a 

small circle of people until now:

 •A relatively high capital investment was necessary to plant a proitable forest.

 •During the tree growing phase, which takes anywhere from 12 to 70 years, there was 

no possibility of return on the capital.

•The availability of markets for buying wood was limited to a few highly skilled  

global players.

Tree Trading World has overcome the problems and found the optimal solution to resolve all 

these limitations. It offers the possibility of investing money into a natural, highly proitable 

and always available resource, which represents a fair and proitable asset.

Liquid assets
from Mother Nature





Tree Trading World is an international trading platform for permanently 

planted living trees. The trading items are individually marked and provided with 

GPS data, and thus become registered individual plants. This allows an investor 

even with a small sum to buy individual trees and to trade them. The trading  

anytime, anywhere.

Every registered member of Tree Trading World is able to log into the online platform 

and check out the entire portfolio of his trees. To sell or reduce an investment, the 

or in a form of an auction. To achieve profit on the trees, tree logging is no longer

necessary and nature is protected from unnecessary deforestation. The standing

trees offer the advantage that they are getting bigger, heavier and more 

valuable over time. By the twelfth year of growth, the potential usefulness of a tree 

(in the case of Mahogany) begins with an ever-increasing biomass growth over the 

next 50 years.

Tree Trading World is a trading platform like “eBay”, with the difference that only 

trees are traded. Tree Trading World guarantees to all buyers that each tree has 

correct data information and is ready to be traded. The data accuracy ensures a 

risk-free trading process.



All farms, which have been accepted by Tree Trading World as partners and 

tree deliverers, have to fulill the following requirements:

TTW Standards

 •All trees must grow in an ecological and permaculture environment.

 •Each tree must be checked every six months to ensure the quality and 

optimal state of its health.

 •Each tree is cataloged and provided with its GPS data.

 •The farms must obtain a Logging Permit, which has to be conirmed 

by the government and the Ministry of Environment.

 •There has to be a veriiable and comprehensive control system of 

the forest inventory for the entire planting and growing period of all  

the trees.



Tree Trading World has developed a unique system 

for tracking every individual tree that we plant 

To ensure smooth organization of the trees, a unique chip system was developed, in 

which each tree receives an individual control number. After planting, each tree is 

photographed with its control number, mapped and automatically provided with its 

planting date and GPS data.

If a purchase takes place, the buyer’s information is linked to the tree information in an 

individual Tree Knowing Number (TKN). The TKN identiies the buyer as the 

legal owner of the tree. Because of the GPS-data, each owner has the ability to 

locate his trees via Google Earth and other internet maps at any given time. If 

a tree transfer is done, only the customer information in the TKN changes, but 

the tree information remains the same.



Viva AG: Marketing

The Viva AG is the exclusive distributor of the trees, and work together with its 

subsidiary Majestic-Trees Inversiones to bring the unique, precious wood to the 

macrophylla” (American Mahogany).

The Viva AG sells only valueables  , which become the property of the buyer. 

trees. With its European distribution network, the VIVA AG gives its interested partners 

the possibility of offering a high quality product close to their initial costs.

Majestic-Trees Inversiones (MTI): Legal - Controlling

Majestic-Trees is the company responsible for structuring of the management of 

all land and farms where trees are planted. It supervises the GPS data assignment 

of all the trees. In collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and the 

 

As the holder of property titles, MTI carries the responsibility for the legal aspects of 

the properties. In the case that farms are integrated with other land owners, MTI is 

responsible for the legal review and assurance of the land titles.

requirements 100 per cent.

O u r  Pa r t n e r s



Majestic-Trees: 

Farm Management

Majestic-Trees oversees four precious wood plantations in the Dominican 

Republic. It is responsible for the planting, care and supervision of trees over 

the entire growth time period. The plantations are carried out exclusively in 

the supervision of the Dominican Ministry of Environment. Special emphasis is 

given to purely biological fertilization, pest-free growth and the compliance with 

exemplary social standards. 

As the developer of the GPS chip system, Majestic-Trees is able to monitor every 

tree perfectly, right from the beginning.

There are three key reasons for the location of the farms in the Dominican 

Republic:

In addition, Majestic-Trees gets extensive support from the Ministry of 

Environment, as well as from the national large-scale project “Quisqueya Verde“, 

a reforestation program of the Dominican Republic, which was honored at the 

Kyoto protocol 1987 as a lasting program for the reduction of the greenhouse 

gases. To date, the Dominican Republic is the leader among all the Caribbean 

countries with a reforestation quota of 8% p. a.

Majestic Trees 

Plants Ten trees 

for every tree 

they harvest

 1.  

 2. The Dominican Republic is the third biggest mahogany importer worldwide, thus ensuring a strong sales 

market in the producing country.

 3. The damp, tropical climate, the fertile land and the year-round precipitation offer an optimal base for the 

cultivation of biologically high-quality mahogany trees.



Human Population in Millions

Estimated Global Consumption of 

wood in millions m3

T h e  E v o l u t i o n  o f  W o o d
Wood has always been the companion of man, and allows him to breathe and live on this planet.

The use of this renewable resource is diverse and constantly evolving.
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In v e s t i ng :

Gold vs. Tree

Both gold and precious wood have been recognized to retain value over time. The big difference is that a gold bar 

always remains the same size, whereas the hardwood tree gains biomass by its exponential growth in volume.
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Exponetial physical Asset Growth

Expected average growth in the first 8 years
MAHOGANY - (Swietenia Macrophylla)

Mature trees in 12-15 years

     Mahogany  Growth Timeline



E xponential  Gr owth of  Biom a ss

n 12-15 years

Trees are hundreds, some of even a thousand years old and they become more precious 

with each passing minute. The timeline shows the evolution of mahogany trees over the irst 

years. The mahogany seedlings have a circumference of 4 cm and an approx. height of 30 

cm at the time of planting. Over time and through continual maintenance, the trees achieve 

a circumference of 1 m and a height of 10 m after approximately eight years. Once the trees 

reach the age of 12, earliest cutting age, they will maintain an approximate circumference of 

1.30 m and a height of 20 m. The biomass calculation is based on the following formula using 

A for biomass, U for circumference, and h for height:   

For example, consider a tree with a circumference of 97 cm and 9 m height:



The trees can be traded online over the platform 

“www.treetradingworld.com” and on every smartphone 

by the Tree Trading World-App. The tree trade 

works as follows: The buyer selects one or several 

trees which he would like to purchase, and after 

completing the payment via PayPal, credit card, 

or a wire transfer, he receives conirmation of the 

online payment, and his new trees are assigned to 

his portfolio. For each business transaction, Tree 

Trading World ensures complete transparency for all 

parties involved. 

Tree Trading World guarantees a safe and 

professional handling of every tree purchase. It 

examines each transaction and ensures permanent 

control through impecable functionality. This ensures 

that every tree stands at the designated place, and 

was registered with its individual tree number, the 

planting date and GPS data. 

Your trees in your pocket





The following risks may discrupt the growth of the trees or lead to 

complete destruction of individual trees: 

Climate change, tropical storms, tsunamis, loods, earthquakes, forest 

ires, theft, depreciation or destruction of the trees by harmful insects, 

death from an unknown cause.

If one of the above risks happens, the free replantation guarantee enters 

into force, and thus the risk to the tree owner is limited only by the 

loss of time. Furthermore, political changes in the countries in which the 

trees grow, can lead to a change in income or property situation, and 

in most extreme cases, to total loss. The iscal situation in the country 

of origin of the tree owner can develop to his disadvantage, as well as 

the iscal situation in the countries in which the trees are planted. The farms 

are carefully selected, taking into consideration all of these dangers, and are 

constantly monitored against such risks for the best possible environmental 

and climate conditions. There is a risk that the price of speciic tree species is 

reduced and thus the projected proit expectations are not met. Trees can develop 

more slowly than expected, contrary to the growth forecast, and thus produce 

lower proits. Furthermore, there is a risk that at times the owner may not have 

instant access to his portfolio as a result of tree data breaches or computer virus 

infection. With the collapse of the worldwide data network, trading of trees over 

the period of the collapse would no longer be possible by the tree owner. In both 

cases, however, the ownership of the trees is uneffected.

R i s k  D i s c l o s u r e



Investing in wood 

he yield increases with as the trees  
grow in size.

If investors go into the forest, they are on 
the right track, because the demand for the  

commodity increases. 

Wood and forest as an investment: 

For centuries investments in forests  
have been sustainable. 

Wood, which beckons a growing  
stability - beyond euro-crisis and stock 

market turmoil.

Many of the world’s major  

investors buy Forest and forest 

plantations. 

Private investors can also proit 

from this boom

Investment volume 

increases with age.

Green Investments, 

Provides yield with 

good conscience

With wood, double digit  

returns are possible. 

Sustainable Investments: 
Save the Rainforest, with great returns.

he investment in timber is gaining momentum. 

Wood Beats Stocks & Gold. Small Investment, Great efect

Royal Class renewable resources

European Press

*Translated from German Press



Tree Trading World has taken on the task of integrating a global network of tree farms, 

into the trading concept. The long term goal of the Tree Trading World is to become an 

integral investment tool for people all around the world.  Simultaneously TTW sets new, 

long-term and ecological standards in forest management. A key advantage will be the 

partial capitalization on the investment. Thus, TTW gives opportunity to small or mid-sized 

businesses to establish new forest areas while achieving proitable management.

F u t u r e  V i s i o n
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